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ABSTRACT 
We prove some matrix monotonicity and matrix convexity properties for functions 
derived from operator connections. As a consequence, we prove that a certain product 
of matrix monotone functions is a matrix monotone function. Similar results are 
proved for matrix convex functions. These results include some known results for 
matrix monotone and matrix convex functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout, M, will denote the set of all complex hermitian n X rr 
matrices, and S, the cone of positive semidefinite matrices in M,,, while P,, 
denotes the cone of positive definite matrices in M,. Furthermore, I and 1 
will be intervals in R. We shall let S(Z; M,) denote the totality of all 
members in M, whose spectra are contained in 1. 
Let f be a real valued function defined on I, and A E S(Z; M,,). Then 
f( A) is defined by f amiliar functional calculi. If f is a real valued function 
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defined on Z X J and if A E S( I; M,) and B E S(j; M,) have spectral 
resolutions A = CT:, hiPi and B = CyL i pjQj respectively, then 
f( A, B) = XI’; 1 C;‘_ I f( Ai, pj)Pi 8 Qj is an mn X mn matrix in the tensor 
product space M,,, @ M, of M,, and M, [7, 161. If f(r, y) = g(x)h( y) then 
f(A, B) = g(A) 8 h(B). 
Let A, B,C,... denote the elements of S,. (Here n is arbitrary.) A 
binary operation (T defined on and with values in S, is called a connection if 
(i) A < B. C < D implies A u C < B u D. 
(ii) C( A u Z3)C < (CAC) (T (CBC). 
(iii) A,JAandBkJBimply(Ak~BB,)J(AoB). 
A mean is a connection with normalization condition 
(iv) I, IT I, = I,. (Here I, denotes the identity element in M,.) 
There exists an affine order isomorphism between the class of connections 
and the class of positive operator monotone functions on R,. This isomor- 
phism (T +-+f is characterized by the relation 
for A, B E P, [lo]. 
For A, Z? E Z’,, the adjoint (T * of a nonzero connection cr is defined to 
be A c+*B = (A-l u B-l)-‘. 
For A, B E S,, the arithmetic mean v is defined by A v B = (A + 
B)/2, and for A, B E Z’,, the harmonic mean ! is defined by A ! B = 
(A-l v B-‘)-I and the geometric mean # by 
A#B = A17 A-l/“BA-‘/2)1’2A1/2. 
For A, B E S,, the harmonic mean and the geometric mean are defined by 
continuity. The harmonic mean and the geometric mean are the most 
important examples of operator means. 
Let g and h be positive functions on 1. Then every connection u gives 
rise to a function fm(x) = g(x) u h(x), x E I, of one variable. If h is 
defined on J, then every connection u gives rise to a function F,(x, y) = 
g(x) u h(y), (x, y) E Z x J, of two variables. We shall study some matrix 
monotonicity and matrix convexity properties of these functions. As a conse- 
quence, we shall prove that a certain product of matrix monotone functions is 
a matrix monotone function. Similar results are proved for matrix convex 
functions. 
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2. FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE 
Let f be a real valued function defined on I. Then f is called matrix 
monotone on I of order n if A, B E S(I; M,) with A > B implies 
Likewise f is called matrix convex on I of order n if for A, B E S(1; M,) 
and 0 < A < 1, the inequality 
f(hA + (1 - h)B) < hf( A) + (1 - h)f(B) 
holds. The function f is called matrix concave on I of order n if f is matrix 
convex on Z of order n. A function f which is matrix monotone (convex, 
concave) on 1 of all orders n is called operator monotone (convex, concave) 
on I. For properties of matrix monotone functions, the reader may refer to 
Gwner [12], Donoghue [5], Kwong [ll], and for properties of matrix convex 
functions, useful references are Kraus [8], Davis [4], Ando [l, 21. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let u be a connection. Let g and h be positive functions on 
I, and f,(x) = g(x) u h(x), x E I. Then jb- A E S(Z; M,), one has fP< A) 
= g(A) (T h(A). 
Proof. Let A E S(Z; M,) h ave spectral resolution A = Cl’:, hi Pi. Let f 
be the operator monotone function representing the operator connection cr. 
Then 
g(A) uh(A) = ~g(A)1”2f([g(A)1-1’2h(A)[g(A)I-1’2)[g(A)]”2 
= s(4f(kw1-1w)) 
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= if; [g(4) (+ h(hi)lPi 
n’ 
= C faCAilPi 
i=l 
=fg(A)- n 
The following lemma is Theorem 2.4 in [6], but we restate it for our 
purpose. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f be a function on I = [0, 03) with f(O) = 0 and 
g(x) = f<x>/x, x E (0, ml. Zff is matrix convex on Z of order 2n, then g is 
matrix monotone on (0, a) of order n. Conversely, if g is matrix monotone on 
(0, M) of order 2n, then f is matrix convex on I of order n. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let g and h be positive functions on I, let g be a 
connection, and let f,(x) = g(x) u h(x), x E I. 
(a) Zf g and h are matrix monotone on Z of order n, then so is fm<x>. Zff, 
is matrix monotone on Z of order n for every connection u, then so are g 
and h. 
(b) Zf g and h are matrix concave on I of order n, then so is fc<x>. ZffV is 
matrix concave on Z of order n for eve y connection u, then so are g and h. 
Further, if u is nonzero, thenk(r) = [g(x)]-‘u[h(x)]-’ is matrix convex 
on Z of order n. 
(c) IfZ = [O, m> and g(O) = 0 = h(O) and ifg and h are matrix convex on 
Z of order 4n, then f,(x) is matrix convex on Z of order n. 
Proof. (a>: Let A, B E S(Z; M,) be such that A > B. Thus g(A) > 
g(B) and h(A) 2 h(B). Then the definition of u implies 
fa(A> = g(A) uh(A) a g(B) uhh(B) =f,(B), 
using Lemma 2.1. The second part follows on choosing u appropriately. 
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(b): Let A, B E S(I; M,) and 0 < A f 1. Then 
g(hA + (1 - A)B) (+h(hA + (1 - A)B) 
2 [A&A) + (1 - A)g(W] (+ tW4 + (1 - +@)I 
2 Ag(A + (l- A)g(B)ah(B), 
using Theorem 3.5 (I’) in [lo]. Th e second part follows on choosing o 
appropriately. The third part follows on replacing u by c+* and using that 
x -+ -x-l is operator monotone on (0, w> and that x -+ X- ’ is operator 
convex on (0, m> [14]. 
(cl: Consider the functions g,(r) = g(x>/x, h,(r) = h(x)/x defined on 
(0, ~1. Then by Lemma 2.2, g, and h, are matrix monotone on (0, m) of 
order 2n. Consequently, the function x --, gr( r) (T h,( r ) is matrix monotone 
on (0, m) of order 2n, using part (a). Now the result follows using Lemma 2.2 
once again. n 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let g and h be positive matrix monotone functions on 
I = (0, m) of order 2n. Then thefunctionj,( x) = g( x-l> CT h( x-l) is matrix 
convex on Z of ord_er n for all nonzero connections U. 
Proof. The proof is given by the second part of the above Theorem 
2.3(b), since [g(x-‘)I-’ and [h(x-‘>I-’ are positive matrix monotone on 1 
of order 2n and hence, by Theorem 6 in [13], are matrix concave on 1 of 
order n. n 
COROLLARY 2.5. Zf f is a positive operator monotone function on (0, m). 
then the function x-‘f( x) is operator convex on (0, ~1. 
Proof. There exists a connection cr such that f(x) = 1 c~ x. Therefore 
x~‘f( x) = x-l CT 1 is operator convex, using Theorem 2.3(b). n 
COROLLARY 2.6. Zff is a positive operator convex function on [O, m) with 
f(0) = 0, then the function [f(x-‘>I-’ is operator convex on (0, m). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the function f(x>/x is operator monotone on 
(0, m). Let cr be the operator connection such that f(x>/x = 1 (T x. Then 
[ f(x-‘)]-’ = x u* x2 is operator convex, using Theorem 2.3(c). m 
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We give below two proofs of Corollary 2.7. The first one has been 
suggested by a referee, and the second has its germs in [15]. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let g and h be positive functions on I and f(x) = 
[g(x>]“[h(x)lp, where 0 Q (Y, p and cy + p < 1. 
(a) Zf g and h are matrix monotone on 1 of or&r n, then so is f(x). 
(b) If g and h are matrix concave on Z of order n, then so is f(x). 
Cc> If z = [o, m), g(0) = 0 = h(O), a+/3= 1 andifgandharemutrix 
convex on Z of order 4n, then f( x) is matrix convex on I of order n. 
Proof. (a): When cy + p = I, the monotonicity off follows on consider- 
ing the connection corresponding to x p in Theorem 2.3(a). When (Y + p < 1, 
it follows on considering the functions g(x) and [ h(x)Iy with suitable 
0 < y < 1 and the connection corresponding to x p in Theorem 2.3(a). The 
proofs of(b) and ( ) f 11 c o ow f rom similar considerations. n 
Alternate proof: (a): Let E be the set of all (a, /3), (Y, fi > 0, for which 
f is matrix monotone on I of order n. We shall prove that E is closed and 
convex. Observe that (0, 0), (1, 0), and (0, 1) are in E. It is also clear that E is 
closed. Let ((Y,, pr), (oz, ~3s) E E. We shall prove that ((a, + cq,)/2, (PI 
+ &>/2) E E. For this it is enough to show that if the functions fi and fi 
are positive matrix monotone on I of order n, then so is the function 
x + [f,cdf,(d ‘I2 However, this is a special case of Theorem 2.3(a). This * 
completes the proof. 
The proofs of (b) and ( c are no different from the one given for (a) and ) 
are therefore not included. However, in these cases we need to use Theorem 
2.3(b) and Theorem 2.3(c) respectively. n 
3. FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES 
Let f be a real valued function defined on Z X J. Then f is called matrix 
monotone on I X 1 of order (m, n) if for A, B E S( I; M,) and C, D E 
S(J; M,) with A > B and C > D, the inequality 
f(A>C) -f(B,C) -f(A, D) +f(B, D) 2 0 
holds 17, 161. If J = Z and m = n, we say that f is diagonally matrix 
monotone on Z X Z of order (n, n) if A, B E S(Z; M,) with A 2 B implies 
f(A> A) -f(B, A) -f(A,B) +f(B,B) a 0. 
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A real valued function f defined on Z X J is called matrix convex on Z X J of 
order (m, n) if for A, B E S(Z; M,,), C, D E S(J; M,), and 0 < A < 1, the 
inequality 
f(AA+(l-h)B,hC+(l-h)D) <Aj(A,C) +(l-A)f(B,D) 
holds [3]. The corresponding notion of matrix concavity is defined as usual. 
Note that every matrix monotone function f on Z X Z of order (n, n) is 
diagonally matrix monotone on Z X I of order (n, n). The function f<x, y) = 
2Zj ’ is diagonally matrix monotone on Z X Z of order (1, 11, but is not matrix 
monotone on Z X I of order (1,l). However, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Every diagonally matrix monotone function on I X Z of 
order (m + n, m + n) is matrix monotone on Z X Z of order (m, n). 
Proof. Let A, B E S(Z; M,) and C, D E S(Z; M,,) be such that A > B 
and C > D. Then diag(A, C) > diag(B, D), where diag(A, C) is the 2 X 2 
matrix with diagonal entries A and C. Since f is diagonally matrix monotone 
on Z X I of order (m + n, m + n), we have 
f(diag(A,C),dfag(A,C)) -f(diag(A,C),diag(B,D)) 
-f(diag(B, D),diag(A.C)) +f(diag(B, D),diag(B, D)) > 0. 
We observe-on multiplying the above inequality on the left by E,, CG F,, 
and on the right by E 11 8 F,,, where 
4, = cbg( I,,, , 0)) F,, = 
and F,, is the transpose of F,,, and using the spectral theorem-that 
f(A,C) -f(A,D) -f(B,C) +f(B,D) >O. n 
The following lemma in the case f(x) = x = g(x) and I = [O, m) = 1 is 
the main result in [9]. But here we give a simple proof. The proof is similar to 
that of Lemma 2.1. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let u be a connection. Let g and h be positive functions on 
I and J respectively, and F,(x, y> = g(x) u h(y), (x, y) E I X J. Then 
&(A, B) = [g(A) 0 I,,] u [Z, 8 h(B)] for A E S(Z; M,> and B E 
SC]; M,). 
Proof. Let A E S(Z; M,) and B E SC]; M,) have spectral resolutions 
A = Cr! 1 Ai Pi and B = C;Ll pjQj respectively. Let f be the operator 
monotone function corresponding to the operator connection u. Then 
w-9 @ Ll u Pm @ h(B)1 
= [g(A) @ Llf(g(A)-’ @ h(B)) 
= $I g(hi)Pi ‘In f 5 5 [g(hi)l~‘h(Pj~pi ’ Qj (. I( i=l j=l ! 
= 5 5 [g(Ai)uh(Pj)]P,@Qj 
i=l j=l 
= F,( A, B). n 
LEMMA 3.3. Let functions g, h be matrix monotone on Z and J of order 
m and n respectively [or - g , - h be matrix monotone on I and J of order m 
and n respectively]. Let f b e a un f ct ion defined on Range(g) X Range(h) 
and matrix monotone on Range (g) X Range(h) of order (m, n). Then the 
function F(x, y) = f(g(x>, h(y)), (x, y) E Z X J, is matrix monotone on 
Z X J of order Cm, n). 
Now we examine a function F,(x, y) = g(x) u h(y) for positive operator 
monotone functions g and h on I and J respectively. Then for the geometric 
(arithmetic) mean # ( v ), 
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and 
F,(A> B) = [g(A) @ In] v [I, @h(B)] 
for A E S(Z; M,), B E S(j; M,). Thereby, in both cases, F, is operator 
monotone, and moreover so is F~‘(x, y) = [g(x)12 (+ [h(y)12. Though one 
might conjecture that F, is matrix monotone for all connections, that fails for 
the harmonic mean, as the following example shows: For 
the function F,(x, y) = x ! y fails to be diagonally matrix monotone, i.e., the 
inequality 
F!( A, A) - F!( A, B) - F!( B, A) + F!(B, B) > 0 
does not hold. 
Theorem 3.4 gives sufficient conditions which ensure the monotonicity of 
F CT. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let g and h be positive functions on Z and] respectively. 
y both g2 and h2 are operator monotone on Z and J, then the function 
F,(r, y> = g(x) CT h(y) is matrix monotone on I X ] of all orders Cm, n) for 
all connections cr. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.3, it follows that we need only to prove that 
the function G,( x, y) = x1j2 u y ‘I2 is matrix monotone on (0, m) X (0, m> 
of all orders (m, n). Using Theorem 3.4 in [lo], we have 
G,( x, y) = ax’12 + by”’ + 
/ 
m T [(tx112) ! y112] dv(t), 
0 
where v is a positive Radon measure and a, b > 0. Since the sum of matrix 
monotone functions is matrix monotone, we need only prove that the 
function (x, y> + (tx1/2)! y ‘I2 is matrix monotone, and in view of Lemma 
3.3, it is enough to prove that the function (x, y> + [r112 + Y”~]-’ is 
matrix monotone. Use of Theorem 3.1 reduces that to proving that the 
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function (x, y) + [x1/’ + yl/‘JW1 is diagonally matrix monotone. This is 
proved as follows: 
Let A, B E P,, be such that A > B. If necessary by replacing A with 
A + cl,,, we may assume that A > B and hence Al/’ > B112, Then the 
function (x, y) + [x ‘/’ + yl/‘l-l is diagonally matrix monotone iff 
iff 
> [B 1/z @ I, + I, @ Al/']-' - [ B1i2 8 I, + I, 63 B1”] -’ 
iff 
[Al/' @ Z,, + I, 8 A1"]-'[(A1/' @ I, + I, ~3 B”“) 
-(Al” @ Z,, + I, 8 A’12)] [ A1’2 QD I, + I, 0 B’/2] -’ 
> [B1/’ 8 Z, + Z, @ A”‘]-‘[(B”’ Q Z, + I, 8 Bl”‘) 
- ( B1’2 Q I, + Z,, 8 Al/‘)] [B’/’ 8 Z,, + I, @ B’/‘] -’ 
iff 
[ A’/’ 8 I, + I, @ Al/‘] -’ [ Z, @ ( B1” - Al”)] 
x [Al/’ Q Z, + Z, @ B1/‘] -I 
> [ B1i2 8 Z,, + Z, @ Al’“] -'[I, 8 ( B1” - A”‘)] 
x [ B112 Q I, + I, @ B1/‘] -la 
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Since for X, Y E M, we have 0 > X > Y iff 0 > Y-l 2 X- ‘, the above 
inequality holds iff 
[ B1i2 Q I, + I, @J B112] [ I, Q ( B1’2 - A'/')-I] 
x [ B1i2 @ I, + I, @ A1’2] 
> [ Ali2 Q I, + I,, @ Z31/2] [I, @ ( Z31’2 - A1/2)-1] 
x [ A1’2 63 I, + I, 8 A1’2] 
iff 
B @ [B l/2 _ A’/2]-1 + B1/2 Q (B1/2[ B1/2 _ Al/z]-7 
+ B1/2 Q [B1/2 - &/2]-‘A’/2 + 1, @ (B1/2[B’/” _ Al/s]-‘A’/“) 
> A Q [B1/2 _ A1/2]-’ + AlI2 @ (B1/2[B1/2 - A’/2]-1) 
+ Al/2 @ [ B1/2 _ &/21-l ‘4112 + 1, @ (B1/2[ B1/2 _ Al/z]- *A’/“) 
iff 
(B - A) 8 [ B1’2 - A1/2]-’ + (B1/2 _ A’9 @ (B1/2[ B1/2 _ A1/2]-3 
+ ( B112 - A1i2) @ ([ B1/2 - A1/2]-1 4 2 0 
iff 
(B-A)CS(B 1’2 - A1'2) + ( B1’2 - A1/2) @ (B - A) > 0, 
which is true. n 
COROLLARY 3.5. A function H,(x, y) = x DI CT y p is matrix monotone on 
or rs m, n) for all connections u if and only if de ( 
,pGOorO~a,j3~+. 
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The proof of the following corollary follows on using Theorem 3.4 above 
and Theorem 4 in [7]. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let u be a connection. Then the function G,(x, y) = 
x1/2 o. yW, (x, y) E (0, m) X (0, m), is analytic and can be continued ana- 
lytically for all nonreal values of the two variables to a function g, satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(9 g,(Z,, Z2) = &(zl, z2) for all Im zi, Im z2 # 0; 
68 g,(z,, 4 - g&, x2) - g,(z,, 2s) + g,(z,, z,) 
= Re[g,(z,, z,) - g,(Z,, z2)l < 
Of& Im zi, Im z2 > 0; 
(iii) for all f$ (0 < 4 < 7r/2) there exists a constant M(4) such that 
[ gw( zl, z2)/z1z2 I< M(4) for all zl, x2 in {z : 4 < arg z < T - 4). 
Our next theorems are the two variable analogues of Theorem 2.3(b) and 
Corollary 2.7(b). The proofs once again are similar to the one variable case 
and are therefore not included. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let g and h be positive matrix concave functions on Z and 
J of order m and n respectively. Then the function F,(x, y) = g(x) u h(y) is 
matrix concave on Z X J of order (m, n) for all connections u. Further if u 
isnonzero, thenFU(x, y) = [g(x)]-1 u[h(y)]-‘ismatrixconvexonZ X]of 
order (m, n). 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let g and h be positive matrix monotone functions 
on I = (0, co) = J of order 2m and 2n respectively. Then the function 
‘PJx, y) = g(x-‘) u h( y-9 is matrix convex on Z X J of order (m, n) for 
all nonzero connections u. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let g and h be positive matrix concave functions on Z and 
J of order m and n respectively. Then the&n&on f(x, y) = [g(x)lP[h(y)lB, 
0 < (Y, p and (Y + p < 1, is matrix convex on I X J of order (m, n). 
On taking g(x) = x = h(x) and Z = (0, m> = J in the above Theorem 
3.9, we get the following result proved in [3]. 
COROLLARY 3.10. The function f(x, y) = x u y e is matrix concave on 
(0, a> X (0, m) for 0 < 2, /3 and LY + p Q 1. 
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REMARKS. 
6) It is easy to see that if g and h are matrix monotone functions on Z 
and J of order m and n respectively, then the function f( x, y ) = g( x)h( y 1 
is matrix monotone on Z X J of order (m, n). Consequently, the two variable 
analogue of Corollary 2.7(a) is true. 
(ii> It may be pointed out that if g and h are positive matrix convex 
functions on Z and J of order m and n respectively, then it is not necessarily 
true that the function f(x, y) = [g(x)]“[h(y)]‘-“, 0 < IY < 1, is matrix 
convex on Z X J of order (m, n). Indeed, if g(x) = x2 = h(x) and Z = 
[O, m) = J, then g and h are matrix convex on Z of order m and n 
respectively. However, f(r, y) = x2ay2-2a, where (Y = i, is not matrix 
convex on Z X J of any order (m, n). 
The authors are thankful to the referees for very useful comments and 
suggestions. 
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